
You put a lot of thought and time into creating your type animal, in fact it might be so good that people 
viewing it on your portfolio page might not even know the restrictions you worked under, like only using 
the letters that made up the animal's name.

So it’s important that you type a good project description and have it proofed before you upload it to 
behance for your final portfolio page.

Lets start with the format, being a graphic designer looks are everything so lets make sure your 
description is looking like a pro!

Follow these guidelines for typing your description Follow these guidelines for typing your description 
(it will look professional and you’ll get a good grade too!)
• Font:  Type with the the same font you made your animal out of
• Point size: 10, 11 or 12 your choice.
• Text alignment:  flush left, rag right, (like this paper is set up)
• No hyphens or orphans or widows
• Free of spelling and grammer errors 

NNow, what to actually write....Say something like;

I challenged myself to create the image of a (insert animal name) only using the letters that make up the 
animals name.

I selected (your font name) Helvetica as the font to illustrate with because (describe the font you used; 
serif or sans serif?) it is sans serif with a clean line and rounded curves and it worked well to form the 
shapes found in the (insert animal name)

(if you’re lucky you can Google a bit of background on your font and add it to wrap up) 
HelHelvetica or Neue Haas Grotesk is a widely used sans-serif typeface developed in 1957 by Swiss typeface 
designers Max Miedinger and Eduard Hoffmann. Miedinger and Hoffmann set out to create a neutral 
typeface that had no intrinsic meaning in its form, and could be used on a wide variety of signage. 
Originally named Neue Haas Grotesk, it was renamed Helvetica in 1960, which in Latin means "Swiss", 
capitalizing on Switzerland's reputation as a center of ultra-modern graphic design.

(if (if you can’t find anything on the font you picked then add one more sentence about why you picked it by 
describing the letter's anatomy and why the different part worked for your animal. For example: the 
round counters and bowls worked well for the eyes and the tall ascenders made excellent legs.)

*Do this from home in whatever typing program you have, Upload your final typed written description to 
Google Classroom to be proofed and graded. 
(if you don’t have the font in your animal at home so couldnt use it for this assignment please note that -thanks)

The Writing Part...


